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Abstract 

In the geography of trade insularity has been recognized by many as a potentially 
important factor, but the direction of the impact on trade is unclear. The findings 
of empirical trade flow modelling are heterogeneous with respect to magnitude, 
sign and significance of the impact of insularity. While insularity has been a 
customary included controlling variable in the gravity trade model since the 
second half of the-1990s, no study exists specifically on the question of the trade 
impact of being an island. We collected 95 primary studies that deploy the gravity 
model and use a dummy for islands as a controlling variable in order to meta-
analyse the ‘true’ underlying impact in the empirical literature. Following the 
2020 MAER-net Protocol for reporting and conducting of Meta-Analysis in 
Economics, we meta-analyse 95 primary studies that report a total of 2044 
estimated island parameters. Our analysis rejects the presence of any 
(publication) bias in the empirical literature.  The primary studies reveal a 
statistically positive and economically meaningful meta effect. The genuine 
effect of insularity on trade is significantly positive, also after accounting for the 
effects of differences in study designs. Our analysis, however, shows that this 
result also depends on the research methodology, in particular the treatment of 
zero flows. We also find that the reported effects are larger for primary studies 
that have been published in peer reviewed studies. Together the identified 
methodological sources of heterogeneity provide a strong argument for 
replications of earlier studies with more advanced econometric methods as well 
as more focussed and dedicated studies on the trade impact of being an island. 
On balance and in the average, the advantages of being an island (accessibility 
of sea transports and locations along shipping lines) appear to outweigh the 
disadvantages (trade cost and geographical discontinuity). Based on the meta-
analysis the ‘best practice’ genuine effect conditional on the identified 
heterogeneity is 0.477 (significant at the 1% level). This finding implies that being 
an island is on average associated with sixty percent larger trade. 
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Do islands trade more or less? A meta-analysis of 
findings from gravity models 

1 Introduction 

In the 1970s during UNCTAD III the idea emerged that islands encounter spe-
cial problems; especially small developing states could be disadvantaged by 
smallness, insularity and remoteness. This concept seems to have become en-
grained in development policy (Briguglio, 1995). The empirical literature on is-
lands and trade, however, appears to be far from reaching a consensus. On the 
one hand, islands have also historically and economically been associated with 
both an excellent access to sea and a significant need to trade due to a limited 
size of the domestic market (Sicking 2014). On the other hand, being an island 
is associated with vulnerability and distance to markets (suppliers and customers) 
and this view is reflected in the recognition of the group of Small Island Devel-
opment States (SIDS; a group of 38 UN members and 20 non-UN members1).  

In this article we take stock of two decades of empirical analysis. We meta-
analyse 95 studies published in the years 2000 – 2019 inclusive that deploy the 
gravity trade model and use insularity as a controlling geographical variable. 
Gravity trade models nowadays customarily control for being an island, but 
while an island dummy appears to be part of standard practices actually little 
attention is being paid to these parameters because the question of how trade is 
influenced by being an island has never been investigated as a ‘variable of 
interest’ in these studies. In this sense our study is an interesting case of 
serendipity: an unplanned but fortunate discovery; in our case enabled by the 
fact that a large number of primary studies that do not specifically research the 
question of the empirical impact of island-status on international trade still 
provide information on this parameter in a comparable modelling context. Meta-
analyses have been designed before in this serendipic way to explore information 
that is available due to a generally accepted and applied research design (gravity) 
that includes a well-recognized set of controlling variables.2 A well-known 
example is Egger and Lassmann (2012) who meta-analyse 81 primary studies 
(701 language effects) and report a ceteris paribus 44% higher trade flow 
between countries that have the same language. However, whereas the economic 
intuition of the trade stimulating effect of a common language is straightforward, 
well established and empirically robust, no such consensus seems to exist 
regarding our variable of interest (the trade impact of being an island).  

This paper fills a gap in the literature that is both theoretically, empirically and 
policy relevant. Clearly, different theories exist on the impact of being an island 
and our article is the first to test these contradicting theories distilling from a 
large empirical literature the ‘true’ underlying effect.  Empirically, our finding of 
a significant positive trade effect of being an island is important for future 

 
1 The group of SIDS comprises of such diverse islands as the Maldives, Aruba, Mauritius, Barbados and 
Samoa. See Fiolha and van Bergeijk (2017) on the SIDS category. 
2 Other examples of controlling variables in the context of gravity are common language, colonial history 
and, more recently, religion and the political system. These controlling variables typically are discussed by 
the authors of the primary studies, in contrast with the island dummy on which most authors are silent.  
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research design in two ways. Firstly, with respect to research design our findings 
motivate the inclusion of a dummy variable for islands as a best practice in grav-
ity models. Secondly, our finding of a ‘true’ underlying positive effect offers a 
benchmark to judge the econometric performance of an estimated gravity 
model. For policy makers the finding that being an island is associated with 
higher levels of trade will offer reflection on the (in)appropriateness of a one 
size fits all special treatment of islands. 

The empirical literature on insularity starts with the seminal paper by 
Soloaga and Winters (1995; peer reviewed publication 2001) who for cross-
sections for the years 1980 to 1996, inclusive, report highly significant negative 
coefficients for island-importers and highly significant positive coefficients for 
island-exporters3. The first paper included in our meta-analysis is, however, Rose 
and Engel (2000) because Soloaga and Winters following the standards applied 
in the 1990s report significance levels (indicated by *s) rather than the t-statistics 
or standard errors that we need for our meta-analysis. As illustrated in Figure 1, 
the findings on the impact of insularity in gravity trade models are heterogeneous 
and contradictory. 

Figure 1 
Reported of reported trade elasticities of insularity  

(2044 estimated coefficients from 95 primary studies) 

 
Note: The figure reports the frequency of the estimated coefficients (semi-elasticities) for insularity in 95 
primary studies selected for final analysis that use the gravity trade model and were published in the 
years 2000 to 2019, inclusive. 

 

 
3 The 1995 paper is a working paper. Another early treatment of insularity (but limited to a small sample 
of specific island states) appears in Frenkel et al. (1997). 
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In this paper, we follow well established concepts of insularity as set out by 
De Benedictis and Pinna (2015)4, and in Deidda (2015)5: in practice islands are 
nations/states with the geographical condition of being surrounded by water. 
For practical reasons, continents are not counted as islands although all 
continents are of course surrounded by water. Typically, islands can have two 
nations on their soil (Ireland, Cyprus, New Guinea, etc.). It is well recognized 
that islands are characterized by significant heterogeneity with respect to area, 
population and level of development (Srinivasan, 1986). Insularity is only one of 
many geographical control variables that feature in the modelling of trade flows 
such as (common) borders, distance, area, ‘landlockness’ and regional dummies. 
These other geographical variables are customarily included in the primary 
studies that we will meta-analysing in this paper. So, our paper focusses on one 
specific geographical condition among many geographical characteristics, 
namely insularity.  

Different theories exist on the impact of being an island. The theoretical 
concept underlying the negative trade-impact of being an island is related to the 
unavoidability of incurring significant transportation costs. In particular, for the 
small island developing countries (SIDS), it has been argued that the very nature 
of their insularity strengthens the negative effects of being surrounded by water. 
This suggests a spatial discontinuity that increases transport costs. Studies such 
as Spilanis et al. (2013)6 and Deidda (2015) document these consequences and 
argue that these are the result of their ‘smallness’, ‘remoteness’ and 
‘vulnerability’. The implication is that islands are expected to trade less than 
could be expected on the basis of their economic size and other controlling 
variables. 

The theoretical concept underlying the positive trade-impact of being an 
island derives from the greater ease of trade for countries that have direct access 
to the sea – a well-established stylized fact from first nature economic geography 
(e.g., Limão, and Venables 2001, Venables (2010).7 Historically islands have 
often been major hubs in regional and transatlantic trade. Examples include such 
diverse islands as Zanzibar (Prestholdt, 2018), Cabo Verde (Hall, 1993), 
Singapore (Borschberg, 2012). and Sri Lanka (Munasinghe, 2021). Looking 
beyond first nature, it is often observed that islands cannot rely on domestic 
production and domestic markets. Often this is seen as a disadvantage, but from 
the perspective of this strand of the literature the implication is simply that 
islands by necessity trade at above average levels and this may explain why 
islands often are among the best performers for non-primary exports. With the 

 
4 De Benedictis and Pinna (2015) investigated the geographical dimension of insularity and found that being 
an island is not necessarily bad in terms of trade cost. Importantly, they report that the effects of adverse 

geography (as epitomised by islands) could be changed by connectedness and open institutions. 

5 Deidda (2015) is a review of both the theoretical and empirical evidence on the effects of islands on 
regional economic development 
6 Spilanis et al. (2013) is an E.U. study of islands in the EU and related island oversea territories associated 
with the E.U. 
7 The related literature on land-lockedness and the categorisation of Land-Locked Least Developed 
Countries (LLDCS) is characterized by consensus and unambiguity leading to the recognition as early as 
1957 by UN resolution 1028 (XI) Land-locked countries and the expansion of international trade. That 
recognizes “the needs of land-locked Member States in the matter of transit and trade”. 
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increasing importance of tourism, islands have also found themselves to be in a 
highly competitive position. Some, such as Baldacchino (2000), go as far as 
claiming that being a small island economy is an advantage from the perspective 
of international trade that can be the basis of ‘spectacular growth’.  

Our paper starts from the research puzzle that we do not know if being an 
island enhances or impedes trade. It is indeed puzzling that this question has not 
been taken up by empirical studies that, as already observed, have typically not 
paid a lot of attention to the sign of the controlling factor. Most of the time 
researchers concluded without further discussion that the signs were in 
accordance with the ex ante expectations – without explication which of the two 
opposing theoretical views was the basis for the theoretical expectation. 
Accordingly, the literature reports different directions (negative effects, positive 
effects and zero and/or insignificant effects) of the impact of insularity on trade 
flows. Figure A1 in the appendix, reports this divergence: a quarter of the 
coefficients reported in the primary studies is significantly positive, a good third 
is significantly negative and roughly four out of ten coefficients are insignificant.  

Figure 2 
Reported semi-elasticity estimates of island on trade flows diverge over the period 

2000 – 2019 (2044 estimated coefficients from 95 primary studies) 

 

Notes: The figure depicts the impact of island estimates reported in the individual empirical studies 
from 2000 and 2019 inclusive. The horizontal axis measures the year when the first drafts of the 
primary studies appeared according to Google Scholar. 
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Figure 2 plots the island effect sizes against the year of publication of the 
primary studies, illustrating both the divergence of the findings and the lack of 
convergence of the results that one would usually expect to see over time as an 
empirical literature arrives at a consensus. Goldfarb (1995) formulated the 
‘research-cycle hypothesis’ related to the issue of novelty and fashion in 
academic research.8 The hypothesis proposes that while seminal studies often 
produce large and significant estimates, critical studies will follow up thereby 
implying a downward trend over time (due to reduction of initial error and bias) 
and a resulting convergence towards a new consensus. Rather than showing a 
research cycle movement towards consensus, Figure 2 illustrates that the 
literature does not seem to move towards a central tendency, and this provides 
an additional motivation for our meta-analysis. This is further supported by the 
boxplot in Figure A2 in the appendix that shows that the reported effects vary 
both within and between studies. 

The bottom-line is that, given the heterogeneity of the reported findings 
and the availability of a sizeable body of empirical literature that deploys the 
same methodology (the gravity trade model) a meta-analysis is a relevant and 
doable strategy for research synthesis. Section 2 discusses methodological issues 
setting the base for the meta-analysis. Section 3 details the process of data 
collection. Section 4 reports and discusses the meta-analysis and its findings. 
Section 5 contains an extensive robustness analysis. Section 6 concludes. 

2  Methodological issues 

In economics, meta-analysis is typically defined as a research synthesis method 
that enables the researcher to summarize previously attained econometric 
findings regarding a well-defined and common research question in a statistically 
rigorous, quantitative fashion. Moreover, meta-analysis is a way to both present 
the findings of several studies coherently and estimate a meta-effect across 
studies (Florax et al., 2002; Stanley and Doucouliagos, 2012 Havránek et al. 
2020). In a meta-analysis each observation of the dependent variable consists of 
a parameter estimate that is reported in a primary study. In this paper this 
observation is the reported coefficient of insularity on trade flows (typically a 
binary dummy variable). These coefficients are estimated in a well-defined and 
common methodology, namely the gravity trade model (van Bergeijk and 
Brakman 2010). The primary studies deal with a great many research questions 
but the island parameter per se implicitly answers an implicit yet concrete and 
homogeneous sub-research question: do islands trade more or less after 
controlling for the usual set of controlling for other ‘gravity’ variables? The meta-
analysis enables us to estimate the ‘true’ underlying meta-effect and to test for 
bias as a potential explanation for the heterogeneity of findings in the literature. 

Typically, however, the research questions of the authors of the primary 
studies do not define the island parameter as the variable of interest and as it is 
‘only’ a controlling variable. The discussion of the island effect is therefore 
mostly quite superficial in the primary studies. Indeed, some indications of 

 
8 See Demena et al. (2021) for a discussion and application of Goldfarb’s research-cycle hypothesis for the 
case of economic sanctions. 
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underreporting could already be observed when we collected the data for our 
meta-analysis from the primary studies, for example, because including and 
excluding an island dummy is often part of a robustness analysis that is typically 
reported only qualitatively in footnotes that inform the reader that alternative 
specifications did not change the reported results (that is: for the topic of the 
primary study of course; as stated before insularity was not specifically 
researched in the primary studies).  

A first potential explanation for the patterns in Figure 2 is that researchers 
have tended to overlook the information on the estimated parameter for one of 
their controlling variables. Also, the understandable focus on the variable of 
interest may have induced bias as heterogeneity of the island effects may have 
been overlooked. Alternatively, preferred equations may have been 
(un)consciously selected on the basis of this effect. 

Actually, in addition to already well-understood forms of bias, this 
behaviour is an important reason for using meta-analysis. Typically, bias occurs 
if certain types of statistical results have a higher probability of being reported 
than other results. Meta-analysis enables us to find these biases including the – 
often unconscious – selection of research findings that satisfy prior beliefs, 
theoretical expectations, statistical significance, both in the academic review 
process and by individual researchers (van Bergeijk and Lazzaroni, 2015; 
Demena, 2017). A meta-analysis is a well-established methodology to uncover 
this manner of bias. 

Secondly, the reduced divergence for the studies published in the 2010s 
(Figure 2) could perhaps at first sight be seen as a confirmation of Goldfarb 
(1995) research-cycle hypothesis, but his point is that hypotheses are re- 
formulated regarding an academic debate – our point is that there has not been 
an academic debate on this topic in the context of gravity modelling. The 
reduced heterogeneity in the 2010s suggests a second interpretation, namely that 
regression attenuation created by the development and application of new 
methods and/or the exploitation of new data sets may be a relevant form of 
bias.  

     Thirdly and relatedly, the pattern in Figure 2 could be related to heterogeneity 
with respect to research design. The reported estimates on a given topic might 
vary as a result of differences in study designs (Bockarjova et al., 2019; Stanley 
and Doucouliagous, 2012), which may be potential sources of the variability of 
estimated effects in any given field: misspecifications; measurement issues, type 
of econometric technique used, research periods and functional forms of the 
different designs could potentially co-determine the size and direction of 
reported parameters. This is the more relevant since the primary studies that we 
analyse in this paper cover a period where important changes in design have 
occurred (Yotov, 2022). Three innovations stand out: multilateral trade 
resistance terms (MRT), zero trade and new measurement methods for distance. 

The treatment for MRT has evolved in gravity estimations over the years, 
and several approaches or treatments has been recommended in the literature in 
order to solve the problems associated with its presence in gravity equations. 
From our primary studies, we observed that there are different MRT control 
techniques adopted across the literature. Notable among them are the use of 
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‘country and year-fixed effect’, the use of a remoteness variable, the nonlinear 
accounting technique adopted in Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) and finally 
the approximation by Baier and Bergstrand (2009). In our sample the earliest 
adoption of MRT control in gravity modelling is Yetman (2002), who uses a 
‘remoteness’ variable as a control; 38% of our included primary studies had no 
MRT control. Specifically, and for the primary studies with MRT controls, we 
saw that about 52% of the studies were estimated with a ‘country and year-fixed 
effect’, about 6% used a ‘remoteness’ variable, while the others were modelled 
with either Anderson and van Wincoop’s control technique or the first order 
log-linear Taylor expansion adopted by Baier and Bergstrand. 

Zero trade flows are especially relevant for islands that often have a limited 
number of trading partners. By implication, trade flows with non-trading 
partners are reported as zeros or missing values. For the traditional gravity model 
à la Tinbergen this impacts on the estimation of the gravity model, given that 
the model by definition predicts trade to be positive for these partners. Omitting 
zero flows happened often at the start of our research period (Soloaga and 
Winters (2001); Anderson and Marcouiller (2002) and Rose (2004) but can bias 
estimates as zero flows do not occur randomly. Specifically, omitting zero flows 
hides potential information that can explain why there is no trade between the 
partners and results in the underestimation of the explanatory variables on trade. 
Indeed, variables such as geographic distance, islands, low levels of GDP or lack 
of cultural ties could be strong enough to impede trade completely (Rauch 1999) 
and de Groot and Linders (2006). As a result, disregarding zero flows 
undermines the potential causes of no or low trade. Many solutions have been 
proposed and applied over our research period, including a simple 
transformation of the trade flow data (adding a small amount to (zero) trade 
flows; see Haq and Meike, 2011) to more formal solutions such as tobit (Chang 
et al., 2008), two stage Heckman (Assane and Chiang, 2014), Eigenvector spatial 
filtering (Rodolfo-Metulini et al., 2018); inverse mill ratio (Mathee and Santana-
Gallego, 2017) and the PPML approach. The first primary study in our sample 
to use the current best practice in gravity model estimation (PPML) is Grant and 
Boys (2012). 

Distance plays a crucial role in the gravity model and basically shows how 
remote and isolated an island is from the mainland or the rest of the world. In 
the gravity literature distance typically is viewed as an approximation for trade 
cost and is expected to negatively affect trade between any two countries (Mejia 
and Hassan, 2014). But the problem with the measurement of distance, as noted 
by Hwang (2007) is that it is a proxy for trade costs. This is because there is no 
agreement on what manner of costs the geographical distance actually measures. 
For instance, the costs derived from any measure of distance may include 
components such as freight charges, time elapsed on freight, synchronization 
costs, transaction costs and even cultural distance (Mejia 2011).9 

In some cases, researchers choose to bypass this concern by modelling trade 
costs directly by either constructing aggregate estimates of the different 
components of trade costs; or by inferring trading costs from data on traded 

 
9 Mejia and Hassan (2014) argue that the character of distance poses two empirical concerns related to the 
loss of precision and the fact that some of the variables are categorical. 
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quantities and prices (Fisher et al., 2015).  However, Mejia and Hassan (2014) 
proposed a measure of distance, which involves applying factor analysis for 
mixed data to build a measure that covers all relevant (geographical, cultural, 
social and economic) aspects of trade costs; and which removed the implicit 
multicollinearity problem. Their study shows sensible and robust estimations, 
and at the time of our review is the most encompassing and most recent measure 
of distance in the literature.  Other distance approximations used in the literature 
are the ‘great circle distance’ used by Eichengreen et al. (2004) on the impact of 
China’s  exports on  other Asian countries;  the ‘capital cities distance’ as used 
by Dee and Gali (2005) in their investigation of the trade and investment effects 
of preferential trading arrangements; the ‘crow  flies formula’ used by Ram and 
Prasad (2007) in their assessment of Fiji’s global trade potential and lastly, the  
use of weighted average distance by Nordås (2007) in his study of the barrier 
posed by time in trade and its implications for low-income countries.  

In conclusion, the methods and opportunities for applied gravity modelling 
have changed significantly over our research period and the primary studies 
comprise both innovators and laggards. In this case of heterogeneous methods, 
a meta regression analysis is the method of choice to find an answer to the twin 
issues of the empirical heterogeneity of the reported island effect and the ‘true’ 
effect of insularity on trade. 

3 Data and empirical strategy 

We compiled and reviewed existing meta-analysis and relevant primary studies 
by means of an iterative process consisting of a search protocol complemented 
by backward identification (the reference lists of the primary studies) and 
forward identification (studies that quoted already identified studies). With this 
process, we identified existing and relevant empirical studies, written in English 
(regardless of whether it is published or not) and for the period between 1960 – 
2019 inclusive.  

3.1 Methods, protocols and data construction 

We follow the updated guidelines for conducting of meta-analysis in economics 
(Havranek et al., 2020) that cover identification, coding of variables, data 
construction and interpretation of estimates. For the identification of our 
primary studies, we conducted an extensive search using Google Scholar and 
Econlit for relevant material, published in journals, books and the grey literature 
(working papers, reports, conference papers, preprints, etc.) from 1960 (the year 
of the first publication of the gravity model) to 2019, inclusive. 

In order to limit our results to studies estimating trade flows with the gravity 
model and using islands as a variable we searched with Boolean connectors for: 
'Gravity model" AND "islands" AND "trade" with search range between 1960-
2019. This search produced 568 search results.  With these results, we proceeded 
with visual inspection of the title, abstract, introduction in order to decide 
whether to include or exclude studies resulting in 300 potentially relevant studies.  
These studies were further subjected to more detailed review in which a final 
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inclusion/exclusion decision was reached. Studies are included if they meet the 
following criteria: empirical studies on island-trade effect, written in the English 
language that report at least one regression in which the island effect has been 
estimated with the gravity methodology. Moreover, we only included studies that 
reported sample size and standard errors (and/or t-statistics). This further 
reduced our sample to 115 studies. At this stage, we created a file for data 
extraction in Microsoft Excel format. In the template, we created a good sixty 
columns for extraction and coding the observation characteristics, outcome 
characteristics, estimation characteristics and study control variables. Extraction 
and double coding by two independent reviewers took four months.10 All 
authors were involved at different stages of this process with the last-mentioned 
author resolving coding disagreement. Figure 3 present the simplified Preferred 
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) model of 
our review process below (Figure 3). By illustrating the identification, screening, 
eligibility and inclusion of used studies, the model summarises these processes 
in a clear and succinct way enabling replication.  

Figure 3 
Identification of new studies via databases and registers (based on PRISMS Protocol) 

 

 
10 Importantly, some of the primary studies’ estimates were very large, relative to the mean value of the 
extracted estimates. For instance, 22 estimates in our data set are found to exceed the value 10 (in absolute 
value). Stanley and Doucouliagos (2012) argue that unusual estimates could be as a result of coding errors.  
This prompted another check of the data sets for coding error by the third independent coder, but the 
estimates were already accurately coded. 
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3.2 Meta-dataset 

Our dataset comprises of 95 studies that report 2044 estimates of the island 
effect. Although the search started for the year 1960 the paper to first study and 
include island variable was by Soloaga and Winters (1995). Unfortunately, they 
did not report t-values nor standard errors but rather significant levels. The 
earliest study in our dataset therefore is a study on the effect of currency union 
on international integration (Rose and Engel, 2000); the most recent is Miron et 
al. (2019) that focusses on Romanian trade flows.  

 The dataset includes 57 peer-reviewed journal articles (with 28% of all 
reported observations) and the other 38 studies are working papers, MA theses, 
dissertations, or book chapters (72% of our reported estimates). Trade was either 
exports, imports or the sum total of both: 38% of the estimated parameters relate 
to exports, 49% to imports and the other 13% to trade. About 86% of the 
observations are panel estimates. Four primary studies are country specific 
studies (that is: the primary studies analyse the bilateral trade flows starting or 
ending in one country) while the remaining 91 are many country studies. These 
studies cover a wide-ranging area related to trade (i.e., trade margins, regional 
trade agreements and trade barriers). Half of the studies were published after 
2010 (the median study in our sample appeared in 2012) reflecting that the 
inclusion of island dummies has become a standard practice in gravity modelling. 
In the appendix, Table A4 reports detailed information of the studies included 
for the meta-analysis. 

It is standard practice to report multiple specifications and/or to apply 
different estimation methods in one primary study. According to Stanley and 
Doucouliagos (2012), this is a result of the need to ensure rigour and robustness. 
Hence, editors demands that studies report multiple models. This standard leads 
to a ‘best-set’, ‘average-set’ and/or ‘all-set’ (Demena and van Bergeijk 2017).  In 
this meta-analysis, we use the ‘all-set’ estimates, which is constructed through 
the coding of all relevant regressions in the primary studies. We chose the ‘all-
set’ because of the problems with the first two.  Specifically, the use of a ‘best-
set’ estimate might introduce bias and can also lead to ‘cherry-picking’. 
Moreover, authors do not always disclose their preferred specification; anyhow, 
the ‘best-set’ could introduce additional selection bias based on the author’s 
preferences. For the “average set”, the use would make it impossible to analyse 
the impact of different estimation techniques, samples and models, in order to 
avoid the loss of information regarding the effect of different sample 
characteristics, we do not want to limit the research to results that are based on 
the best-sec or the average-set.  

We applied the multivariate outlier test suggested by Hadi (1994). Demena 
and Afesorgbor (2020), pointed out that Hadi’s method is very appropriate and 
robust in detecting outliers in big multivariate data sets (other examples include 
Havranek and Irsova 2011; Demena and van Bergeijk 2017). We thus identified 
75 outliers of the 2044 reported estimates (used in the main analysis) (3.7%). 
Originally, our initial estimate was 2351 and extracted from 106 studies (Figure 
3). However, 307 out of these estimates (from 11 studies) had no precision 
information (both t-values and standard errors are missing) but were reported as 
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being statistically significant (most of them at the 1% significance level and 
better). We excluded these parameters from our bivariate/multivariate 
regression analyses. 

Furthermore, one study by Raihan (2014) had 813 observations out of the 
2044. This accounts for 40% of the parameter observations in our dataset. This 
is an exceptionally large proportion for one study, and it might have a significant 
influence on our main analysis. We later investigate the merits of excluding and 
including this study from our analysis. If we exclude this study, we are left with 
1176 reported estimates from 92 primary studies.11  

As a method of choice to explain the empirical heterogeneity of the reported 
island estimates, we also collected various other potential moderator variables of 
the primary studies regarding the data characteristics, publication quality of the 
included primary studies and research designs used in the estimation of island-
trade effects. Table 1 presents the list of potential empirical heterogeneity 
variables that we collected along their means and standard deviations. Reporting 
is for the final 1176 reported estimates.  

As to research methodology, the estimation technique used in the primary 
studies is predominantly OLS (80% of the parameters in the primary studies). In 
terms of model format, all our estimates are in log-linear format. About 65% of 
studies do not account for MRT. For zero flows, we find that 81% of the 
estimated island effects from studies have not accounted for zero trade flows. 
The remaining 19% of the estimates treated zero trade flows with techniques 
such as the Heckman method, Tobit, a linear transformation with a small 
number to avoid zeros and PPML. 

Table 1 
Description and summary statistics of collected variables 

 

Moderator 

Variables 

Description Mean  Std. Dev. 

Outcome characteristics 

Island The partial equilibrium effect size of island (estimated coefficient in a 
gravity equation on a dummy that equals 1 for island trade flows) 

-0.031 1.041 

1/se Precision of the standard error of island  9.969 10.69 

Data characteristics 

Panel =1 if panel dataset used (reference other data type notably cross-
sectional data) 

0.765 0.424 

No. Years The logarithm of the number of years of data used 2.099 1.311 

No. of Obs. The logarithm of the number of observations 8.410 2.458 

Disaggregated =1 if the structure of the dataset is disaggregated at the product or 
sector level   

0.338 0.474 

Dependent variables  

Export =1 if gravity equation outcome variable is export (reference for this 
group of variables: total trade summing up imports and exports) 

0.615 0.487 

Import =1 if gravity equation outcome variable is import 0.162 0.368 

 
11 From the 2044 estimates we exclude outliers using the Hadi method (75 estimates with 2 studies 
completely being excluded) and the exclusion of 813 observations (of which 21 estimates are also part of 
the 75 identified outliers) from the Raihan (2014) study). 
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Treatment of multilateral resistance (MR) 

Country-Year FE =1 if the gravity equation treated MR using country-year fixed effects 
(reference for this group of variables: no control for MR) 

0.175 0.380 

Remoteness =1 if the gravity equation treated MR using remoteness terms 0.099 0.299 

Baier and 
Bergstrand 

=1 if the gravity equation accounts for MR developed by Baier and 
Bergstrand (2009) 

0.051 0.220 

Anderson and 
van Wincoop 

=1 if the gravity equation accounts for MR developed by Anderson & 
van Wincoop (2003)  

0.001 0.478 

Treatment of zero trade flows 

Plus one =1 if one is added to observations of 0 trade flows (reference for this 
group of variables: the dataset contains no 0 trade flows or treated 
by other method not listed here) 

0.083 0.277 

PPML =1 if the gravity equation is estimated by the Poisson pseudo 
maximum likelihood estimator proposed by Santos Silva and 
Tenreyro (2006) 

0.050 0.218 

Heckman =1 if Heckman specification proposed by by Helpman, Melitz, and 
Rubinstein (2008) is used 

0.020 0.141 

Tobit =1 if the gravity equation is estimated by the Tobit model 0.030 0.170 

Zeros omitted  =1 if the gravity equation omitted or deleted zero trade flows  0.808 0.394 

Island category  
Island-exporter =1 if island variable is categorized as exporter (reference for this 

group of variables: island variable is not categorized as importer or 
exporter) 

0.233 0.642 

Island-importer =1 1 if island variable is categorized as importer 0.087 0.282 

Specification characteristics 

OLS =1 if gravity equation is estimated with OLS  0.804 0.397 

Dyadic-FE =1 if gravity equation estimated with country-pair fixed effects 0.033 0.179 

Year-FE =1 if specification controls for year fixed effects  0.339 0.474 

Country-FE =1 if specification controls for country fixed effects 0.173 0.378 

Control characteristics 

Currency =1 if the gravity specification controls for shared currency 0.292 0.455 

Distance  =1 if the gravity specification controls for distance 0.966 0.181 

Language =1 if the gravity specification controls for shared language  0.677 0.468 

Border =1 if the gravity specification controls for border  0.603 0.489 

Tariff =1 if the gravity specification controls for tariff  0.109 0.313 

RTA =1 if the gravity specification controls for trade agreements  0.629 0.483 

Publication characteristics 

Publication Year Logarithm of publication year or age of the study (base, 2000) 2.267 0.416 

Published  =1 if published in a peer-reviewed journal 0.474 0.499 

Citations Logarithm of citations in Google Scholar per the age of the study, as 
of June 2021 

1.167 1.059 

Impact The Scimago Journal ranking as of August 2021 0.273 0.624 
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4 Empirical approach 

We follow a two-tier level empirical approach in our meta-analysis. First, we 
visually inspect the data by means of a funnel plot to analyse the distribution of 
effect sizes and to get a sense of the existence and direction of bias in this 
literature. The second tier is econometric (meta-regression) and involves the use 
of a bivariate FAT/PET and a multivariate analysis. 

4.1 Funnel plots 

Essentially, a funnel plot12 is a scatterplot with an inverse of a standard error on 
the vertical axis and effect size on the horizontal axis and looks like an inverted 
funnel (Demena, 2017). Figure 4 shows the funnel plots of all studies included 
both published and unpublished studies from 2000 to 2019. The funnel plot 
appears slightly skewed towards the right, given the concentration of 
observations at the bottom right of the plot compared to the bottom left of the 
plot. Indeed, closer observation reveals that more studies reported positive 
insularity effect than the ones that reported negative effects.  

According to Stanley and Doucouliagos (2010) one quick and crude way to 
estimate the true (meta) effect is to use the mean of the top decile, because 
estimates within this percentile are more precise than others and located at the 
top of the funnel plot. Out of the 1176 observations in our studies, the top 10% 
had a mean effect size of 0.08, with a standard deviation of 0.03. The top 10% 
reported estimates therefore suggest that the ‘true’ effect of insularity on trade is 
about 8.3% ([e0.08 – 1] * 100), indicating that being an island is on average 
associated with a 8.3% higher level of trade.  

For the sake of comparison, while Figure 4 gives funnel plots of all reported 
studies, Figure 5 provides funnel plots for peer-reviewed studies only. The 
funnel plot takes a similar shape as the “all studies funnel plot” in Figure 4. 
Specifically, 302 observations have a positive insularity effect size, while 256 
negative effects. Precise estimates for the top 10% (55 peer-reviewed studies) 
had an average effect of 0.165 with a standard deviation 0.036. The island effect 
in the peer-reviewed is stronger and more significant in peer-reviewed primary 
studies insularity on trade effect (on average being an island is associated by 18% 
higher trade). 

 

  

 
12 The idea behind the name “funnel plot” is based on the fact that the precision in the effects of an 
estimation increases as the sample size of component studies increases (Sterne and Harbord 2004). This 
means that results from small studies will scatter widely at the bottom of the graph, with the spread 
narrowing among larger studies (See Demena et al., 2021; Sterne and Harbord 2004). In other words, 
imprecise estimates will locate at the lower level and will be systematically and widely dispersed at the 
bottom. The reverse is the case at the top or upper region of the plot. Precise estimates are compactly 
distributed at that lower part. Further, If the funnel shape is asymmetric, then there is a tendency that some 
estimates are unreported or discarded, indicating the presence of publication bias (see Stanley and 
Doucouliagos, 2010; Sterne and Harbord 2004). In contrast, when the funnel plot is symmetrical, it 
indicates the absence of publication bias (Demena, 2014; Stanley and Doucouliagos, 2012). 
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Figure 4 
Funnel plot all studies (N=1176) 

 

Figure 5 
Funnel plot peer-reviewed studies (N=558) 
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4.2 Simple and weighted averages 

Table 2 presents the effect of insularity on trade using both simple and weighted 
average effects. The simple average effect is computed by averaging all reported 
and extracted effect sizes in the literature. Accordingly, the upper panel for all 
studies reports a negative unweighted average effect of insularity on trade flows, 
whereas the lower panel for the peer-reviewed studies, reports a positive and 
significant effect. Looking at the weighted averages (with the inverse of the 
variance as weight), the results for both all studies and only peer-reviewed studies 
respectively, indicate a significantly positive insularity effect on trade flows of 
6% and 8% for all studies and peer-reviewed studies, respectively. However, just 
as we noted with the funnel plot, these averages are crude approximations of the 
possible directions of the genuine effect. For instance, these averages do not 
adjust for potential publication bias in the literature. Hence, in the next step, we 
need to corroborate these analyses with a more formal meta-regression analysis 
(MRA) to investigate whether the overall effect suggested so far is the ‘true’ 
effect of insularity on trade or tainted with publication selections bias.  

Table 2 
Simple and weighted average effects of insularity 

Method Effect size S. E. 95% confidence interval N 

All studies  

Simple average effect a -0.031 0.030 -0.091 0.028  

1176 Weighted average effect b 0.055 0.014 0.027 0.082 

Peer-reviewed studies   

Simple average effect a 0.108 0.042 0.026 0.191  

558 Weighted average effect b 0.077 0.019 0.038 0.115 

Notes: a the arithmetic mean of the formality impact, b uses inverse variance as weight. 
 

5 Meta Regression Analysis 

We start by running a simple meta-regression and followed by multivariate MRA. 
Employing a formal statistical method, we use the following bivariate MRA to 
assess whether potential publication bias exists for the reported true effect of 
insularity on trade flows: 

𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑗 =  𝛽0 +  𝛽1𝑆𝐸𝑖𝑗 + ɛ𝑖𝑗 (1) 

where effectij represents the ith island effect on trade flows estimate reported 
from the jth study, and SE represents the reported or calculated standard error. 
β1 is the publication selection bias, while the constant βo is the genuine effect size 
of the island after controlling for the publication bias. When publication bias is 
absent, the standard error tends toward zero, while the expected island effect 
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size tends toward genuine effect size (βo) (Stanley and Doucouliagos 2012). ɛij is 

the usual error term. 

Since the standard error is the independent variable of the effect size, the 
latter have different estimated variance as researchers’ employ several empirical 
specifications, econometric design, and sample size, and thus Eq. (1) may suffer 
from heteroskedasticity. To address this problem of heteroscedasticity, an OLS 
would be inappropriate, and we use weights using the inverse of the variance. 
Applying the inverse variance weights, we derive the following equation: 

𝑡𝑖𝑗 =  𝛽1 +  𝛽0(1/𝑆𝐸𝑖𝑗) + 𝑒𝑖𝑗 (2) 

where 𝑡𝑖𝑗 is the t-value measuring the statistical significance of the island 

effect on trade. Through testing the null hypothesis for the intercept in Eq. (2), 

i.e., 𝛽1=0 and for the slope in Eq. (2), 𝛽0=0, we investigate the issue of 
publication bias and the underlying effect of insularity on trade flows after 
accounting for potential bias, respectively. The former is known as the funnel 
asymmetry test (FAT) and the latter interpreted as the precision-effect test 
(PET).  

In order to investigate the empirical heterogeneity of the reported island 
effect, we extended Eq. (2) to include the identified potential moderator 
variables that are presented in Table 1.  

𝑡𝑖𝑗 =  𝛽1 +  𝛽0(1/𝑆𝐸𝑖𝑗) +  𝛼𝑘𝑋𝑘𝑖𝑗/𝑆𝐸𝑖𝑗 +  𝑒𝑖𝑗 (3) 

where X denotes a vector of the moderator variables listed in Table 1 

weighted by the inverse of the variance, 𝛼𝑘 is the associated coefficient and K is 
the specific category of the potential moderator variable. 

An important empirical concern in estimating Eqs. (2) and (3) is the issue 
of within-study dependence when ‘all-set’ estimates are used. In addition, in our 
case between-study dependence is also an important concern since multiple 
studies are published by the same authors (and thus unlikely to be statistically 
independent). Accordingly, we first employ the clustered data analysis (CDA) 
using study-level clustered analysis, followed by a fixed effects (FE) estimations 
to control for individual within variation (Demena, 2021). Finally, we employ a 
multi-level model to address the issue of between-study dependence while also 
controlling for the within-study dependence. We preferred the multi-level model 
(MEM) that accounts for both between-study dependence and the within-study 
correlation.13 The latter is widely applied in recent meta-analysis in economics 
(e.g., Demena and Bergeijk, 2017; Floridi et al., 2020; Afesorgbor and Demena, 
2022). The presence of the CDA and the FE models are therefore for 
comparative and robustness purposes.  

 

 
13 The test for between-study is provided with the chi-square distribution with 1175 degree of freedom of 
28571.49 with a p-value less than 0.001, implying that there is statistically significant evidence of between-
study heterogeneity that need to be addressed.  The I2 test for heterogeneity reports a considerable 
variability in insularity effect estimates (i.e., 96%) associated with heterogeneity rather than sampling error. 
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5.1 Bivariate FAT/PET 

From Eq. (2) we now run the MRA using the three suggested alternatives. 
Results of this exercise is presented in Table 3.  

Table 3 
Publication bias and underlying genuine effect test – FAT-PET 

All studies Peer-reviewed studies 

Variables 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

CDA  FE MEM CDA  FE MEM 

Publication bias (FAT) -0.366 0.128 -0.419 -0.673 0.237 -0.482 

 (0.485) (0.830) (0.565) (0.743) (1.046) (0.646) 

Genuine effect (PET) 0.108 0.0583 0.0746*** 0.170** 0.0813 0.116*** 

 (0.067) (0.083) (0.021) (0.0801) (0.102) (0.0322) 

Observations  1176 1176 1176 558 558 558 

Studies 92 92 92 55 55 55 

LR test   294.20   43.65 

p > chi2   0.000   0.000 

Notes: *** stands for 1% level of significance. Reported results are estimated from Eq. (2) specification. All estimates 
weighted using the inverse variance. Standard errors reported in parentheses are clustered at study level. Panels 1 
and 4 are CDA: clustered data analysis is estimated via the study level clustered robust standard errors; Panels 2 
and 5 (FE) is fixed-effect estimation clustered at the study level; and Panels 3 and 6 (MEM) is mixed-effects multilevel 
estimated through the restricted maximum likelihood.  

 

 

Table 3 shows the results of the FAT-PET. Following our preferred model, 
FAT indicates presence of a negative, but statistically insignificant publication 
bias both for all studies and peer-reviewed studies only. In fact, results of FAT 
are consistently insignificant, suggesting the absence of publication bias. The 
‘true’ effect of insularity on trade, according to the PET from our preferred 
model is positive and statistically significant with a magnitude of 0.075 for “all-
set estimates’’ and 0.116 for “peer review” studies alone. The PET results imply 
that the reported effect of insularity on trade is on average about 8% for all 
studies and 12% for peer-reviewed studies only. We therefore conclude that the 
genuine effect of insularity trade is significantly positive. However, we see that 
its magnitude for the peer-reviewed studies is larger than for all studies: peer-
reviewed studies report more selected effect of island effect on trade flows, 
supporting the Costa-Frot et al. (2013)14 that do lend to the argument of the 
‘winners curse’ for being accepted for publication.  

Nevertheless, these findings are averaged across all designs/methods. Our 
findings on the FAT-PET analysis assumed equal effect across all categories but 
in research practice, the potential moderator variables that were presented in 
Table 1 can affect the direction and magnitude of genuine effect as well as the 
publication selection bias. Therefore, there is a need to undertake heterogeneity  

 
14 The hypothesis states in order to being preferentially accepted for publication researchers may tend to 
report larger effect.     
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analysis via the multivariate MRA. This approach will incorporate a range of 
characteristics that were hitherto not considered in the bivariate analysis. In the 
next section, therefore we proceed with a multivariate analysis.  

5.2 Multivariate MRA: sources of heterogeneity 

In order to explain the potential sources of heterogeneity, we use data 
characteristics, model specification and estimation, publication characteristics, 
measurement of multilateral resistance and treatment of zero flows in a 
multivariate MRA context. This approach is performed with the general-to-
specific (GTS) method, in which we run a general regression featuring all the 
possible moderators and then narrow our focus by deleting moderators that are 
statistically insignificant. According to Charemza and Deadman (1997:72) “the 
strength of general to specific modelling is that model construction proceeds 
from a very general model in a more structured, ordered (and statistically valid) 
fashion, and in this way avoids the worst of data mining”. In our case, another 
additional empirical concern of estimating Eq. (3) is multicollinearity which can 
typically arise if large number of moderators are employed. Following the 
MAER-Net guidelines (Havránek et al., 2020) and current trends in meta-
analysis (e.g., van Bergeijk et al., 2019; Demena and Afesorgbor, 2020), we apply 
the GTS approach. In addition to tackling potential multicollinearity issues, the 
GTS approach reduces the loss of degrees of freedom. Column 1, Table 4 
presents the results of this specific or reduced multivariate MRA using the GTS 
model approach by re-estimating this model with the three alternative 
econometric specifications (CDA, FE and MEM). 

Following our specification, we observe that moderators related to data 
characteristics, specifications of dependent variable, estimation characteristics, 
MRT and accounting for zero flows and publication characteristics could be 
potential source of the divergent empirical reports. Applying the GTS, we 
ultimately include 21 variables that are statistically significant at least at the 10% 
level out of the identified 31 potential moderator variables. The joint test for the 
included 21 moderator variables rejects the null hypothesis of a zero joint effect, 
F(21, 1141) = 17.78 (p-value=0.000). For the 10 excluded moderator variables 
the joint null hypothesis of zero effect was not rejected15, indicating that not only 
individually but also jointly insignificant to explain the insularity trade effect.  

Column 4 (our preferred specification) in Table 4 presents 16 of the 
potential moderator variables explaining the variation in the mixed insularity 
trade effects reported in the literature. Specifically, we find that the reported 
insularity effect on trade will tend to be larger when: 1) the dependent variable 
is modelled as an import for the volume of trade values; 2) an island is 
categorized as exporter; 3) country- or product-year fixed effect is used to 
control for multilateral resistant effect; 4) the specification controls for dyadic 
fixed-effect, year-fixed effect, tariff and border between the trading partners and 
lastly, 5) when peer-reviewed studies are published in high ranked journals.  

 
15 F(10, 1141) = 1.32 (p-value=0.212). 
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On the contrary, the reported insularity trade effects tend to be smaller 
when: 1) MRT is controlled via the Baier and Bergstrand method; 2) trade data 
is disaggregated and has a longer time span/period; 3) presence of zero trade 
flows is treated with either zero being omitted or adding a small value to zero 
trade flows or applying PPML method; 4) specifications control for similarity of 
language for the trading partners; and lastly 5) the primary studies is peer-
reviewed and often cited in Google Scholar.  

As reported in Table 4, to provide robustness checks, we compare our 
findings applying the CDA (in column 2) and FE (in column 3) without due 
allowance for between-study dependence. Controlling for within study 
dependence only, both alternative econometric specifications corroborate our 
main findings of MEM in column 4. Exceptions are when imports are used as 
proxy for trade volumes, MRT is treated using the Baier and Bergstrand method, 
zero trade flows are omitted from the analysis, island is an exporter, and border 
is included in the control variables. In all these cases, the statistical significance 
reduced for both the identified alternative econometric approaches. 

Table 4 
Explaining the drivers of heterogeneity in the estimates reported across studies 

Moderator 
variables 

(1) 

Specific 

(2) 

CDA 

(3) 

FE 

(4) 

MEM1 

(5) 

MEM2 

Bias coefficient 0.009 0.009 0.220 -0.279 -0.361 

      (Constant-FAT) (0.215) (0.327) (0.409) (0.440) (0.413) 

Genuine effect 0.281*** 0.281 0.299 0.414*** 0.422*** 

      (Precision-PET) (0.102) (0.289) (0.400) (0.140) (0.137) 

Data characteristics 

No. Years 0.035*** -0.035 -0.020 -0.026* -0.018 

 (0.010) (0.023) (0.037) (0.015) (0.016) 

Disaggregated -0.161*** -0.161** -0.110* -0.150*** -0.213*** 

 (0.036) (0.063) (0.060) (0.046) (0.046) 

Dependent variables 

Export 0.064** 0.064 0.025 0.032 0.048 

 (0.031) (0.063) (0.122) (0.043) (0.042) 

Import 0.085** 0.085 0.236* 0.112** 0.114** 

 (0.041) (0.079) (0.134) (0.056) (0.055) 

Treatment of multilateral resistance (MR) 

Country-Year FE 0.312*** 0.312** 0.179 0.175** 0.116 

 (0.059) (0.124) (0.183) (0.079) (0.081) 

Remoteness 0.172*** 0.172** 0.070 0.068 0.040 

 (0.052) (0.081) (0.185) (0.074) (0.075) 

Baier and Bergstrand -0.159** -0.159 -0.067 -0.210** -0.173* 

 (0.070) (0.198) (0.237) (0.092) (0.094) 

Treatment of zero trade flows 

Plus one -0.267*** -0.267** -0.328* -0.249*** -0.083 

 (0.059) (0.112) (0.176) (0.075) (0.070) 

PPML -0.397*** -0.397*** -0.251** -0.288*** -0.209** 

 (0.079) (0.125) (0.111) (0.094) (0.085) 

Zeros omitted -0.188*** -0.188 -0.229 -0.204*** -0.113*** 

 (0.038) (0.124) (0.209) (0.044) (0.039) 
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Island category 

Island-exporter 0.073*** 0.073 0.072 0.076*** 0.074*** 

 (0.019) (0.052) (0.067) (0.019) (0.025) 

Specification characteristics 

Dyadic-FE 0.164*** 0.164** 0.079 0.115** 0.064 

 (0.045) (0.064) (0.075) (0.051) (0.054) 

Year-FE 0.091*** 0.091 0.197** 0.121*** 0.073* 

 (0.031) (0.087) (0.088) (0.038) (0.042) 

Controls characteristics 

Language -0.084** -0.084 -0.267** -0.174*** -0.089* 

 (0.042) (0.088) (0.102) (0.054) (0.049) 

Border 0.142*** 0.142* 0.034 0.124*** 0.097** 

 (0.034) (0.081) (0.115) (0.045) (0.041) 

Tariff 0.151*** 0.151* 0.150 0.111* 0.187*** 

 (0.043) (0.078) (0.125) (0.057) (0.052) 

RTA 0.057** 0.057 -0.024 0.025 0.007 

 (0.027) (0.063) (0.057) (0.037) (0.037) 

Publication characteristics 

Publication year -0.108*** -0.108*** -0.001 -0.084** -0.122*** 

 (0.026) (0.040) (0.079) (0.038) (0.039) 

Published 0.105*** 0.105 0.004 0.042 0.009 

 (0.030) (0.066) (0.130) (0.044) (0.039) 

Citations -0.083*** -0.083*** -0.023 -0.055*** -0.042** 

 (0.014) (0.031) (0.039) (0.019) (0.018) 

Journal impact 0.122*** 0.122** 0.100 0.094*** 0.049* 

 (0.026) (0.059) (0.070) (0.032) (0.027) 

Observations 1176 1176 1176 1176 1230 

Studies 92 92 92 92 94 

LR test    -3478.74 -4033.79 

p>chi2    0.000 0.000 

Notes: *** stands for 1% level of significance. Reported results are estimated using Eq. (3). All estimates use the 
inverse variance as weights and standard errors reported in parentheses are clustered at study level. Column 1 is 
the specific model derived from the general specification (G-to-S approach); Column 2 is CDA: clustered data 
analysis estimated via the study level clustered robust standard errors; Column 3 (FE) is fixed-effect estimation 
clustered at the study level; Column 4 (MEM) is mixed-effects multilevel estimated through the restricted maximum 
likelihood; and Panel 5 (MEM) includes reported coefficients of island that are identified as outliers using the method 
proposed by Hadi (1994), although these estimates are 75 we included 54 estimates only as the other 21 are 
excluded as part of the Raihan’s (2014) 813 observations.  

 

5.3 Discussion and implications for research design 

Importantly, we do not find (publication) bias as could be expected since the 
island effect per se has not been the variable of interest in the primary studies. 
It is therefore unlikely that island effects have been important for decisions by 
authors (i.e., on which specification to present) or of referees and editors, 
although island effects tend to be larger in peer reviewed studies.  

Our analysis shows the importance of taking heterogeneity in research 
design into account, especially for a field like gravity where the standards have 
changed significantly, from a predominantly cross section approach that tended 
to ignore the information contained in zero flows and did not provide 
appropriate controls for multilateral trade resistance, to a panel based PPML 
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estimation with appropriate fixed effects. The meta-analysis enables us to 
explore the underlying genuine effect from the multivariate MRA along the 
findings reported in Table 5 conditional on the identified sources of 
heterogeneity. As suggested in recent meta-analysis by Stanley and Doucouliagos 
(2012), Demena and Bergeijk (2017), Afesorgbor and Demena (2022) we follow 
the “best practice” approach to compute the overall underlying insularity trade 
effect. These meta-analyses argue that the underlying genuine overall effect 
should be computed including a set of included moderator variables selected to 
explain the heterogeneity rather than using a single PET. We define the best 
practice conditional on the moderator variables most frequently used in the 
analyzed primary studies along the methodological issues discussed in Section 2. 
In this case, we include a linear combination of reported estimates insularity on 
trade flows associated with the number of years of data used in each study along 
disaggregated trade flows, the direction of trade for the island category (island as 
exporter), the empirical design being a PPML that correctly accounts for MRT 
using country (product)-year fixed effects, specifications used to minimize 
endogeneity concerns with dyadic fixed effects, time fixed effects, and controls 
variables accounting for language, border, tariff, and RTA. In addition, we 
account for the quality of the studies using the identified publication 
characteristics. Specifically, we include publication year of the study, the journal 
the peer-reviewed studies published, and the number of citations received in 
Google Scholar relative to the age of the study. The resulting analysis suggests 
that the predicted insularity genuine effect conditional on the identified 
heterogeneity is 0.477, being statistically significant at the 1% level. This implies 
that being an island enhances trade flows on average by 61%. The result implied 
that the corrected overall underlying insularity estimate derived from the best 
practice approach is considerably larger than all the estimated average insularity 
effect16 and significant after controlling for the observable sources of 
heterogeneity. Thus, the existing evidence indicates that overall underlying 
insularity is beneficial for trade flows, suggesting being an island indeed trade 
more. 

5.4 Further robustness check: bivariate and multivariate 

We report the results of our meta-analysis excluding potential outliers, applying 
the Hadi (1994) method to jointly filtering out outliers in both estimated 
insularity trade effects and their standard errors. However, for the sensitivity 
analysis we include the identified outliers as we want to see how robust our 
findings are to the addition of outliers at various levels. As noted, we exclude 75 
observations (including the 21 reported estimates that are excluded as part of 
the Raihan’s (2014) 813 observations). The results of this procedure are reported 
in column 5, Table 4.17 As can be observed, the inclusion of outliers does not 

 
16 These are the simple average (Table 1), the bivariate PET (Table 2) and finally the single PET from the 

multivariate analysis (Table 4). 
17 For the sake of brevity, we report the findings of the bivariate MRA in appendix, Table A1, that treats 

findings that are averaged across all designs/methods. 
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change our main findings (compare results of our preferred MEM specifications 
in columns 4 and 5). 

Next, we further explore the findings reported in Tables 3 and 4 by 
including the insularity trade effects reported by the working paper of Raihan 
(2014). Note that this working paper accounts for 40% of our dataset and hence 
a large proportion from one study and expected to have a significant influence 
on our main analysis. The results are presented in Appendix Tables A2.1 and 
A2.2. The bivariate analysis (presented in Table A2.1) provides a different 
finding as compared to Table 3 validating the exclusion of this study that also 
contains a disproportionally large share of outliers from the analysis. 

So far, we base our analysis was based on the general-to-specific modelling 
approach to address modelling uncertainties on the inclusion of the identified 
moderator variables. Others have adopted the weighted-average least squares 
(WALS) or Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA). In Table A3, in the appendix we 
reported results that also use the BMA. The BMA reports the posterior inclusion 
probabilities (PIPs) that are relevant for inclusion. As an inclusion criterion, the 
common rule of thumb that PIPs > 0.5 are eligible for inclusion. In this case, 
the findings in Table A3 informs that 16 variables are relevant determinants 
under the BMA (i.e., of the 21 covariates included under the general to specific 
modelling), suggesting the overall consistency of our approach to address model 
uncertainty in the multivariate MRA. The results therefore indicate that the 
selection of moderator variables to address model uncertainty are consistent 
across both general to specific and BMA models. 

6 Conclusion 

Our major objective in this article is to meta analyse the effect of insularity on 
trade. The use of island variable in gravity model has increased over time but has 
not been studied as the variable of interest. We use the estimates available in the 
primary studies to obtain the genuine meta-effect of the condition of being an 
island. We consistently find no indication of publication bias. The genuine effect 
of insularity is an increase in trade (which is stronger for exporters than for 
importers).  

With the advancement and improved knowledge in the gravity model, there 
is a need to carry out the heterogeneity test. Some model adjustments that need 
to be the control for zero trade, endogeneity issues, distance measurement, and 
multilateral resistance terms.  Having adjusted for the heterogeneity, we could 
conclude that the genuine effect of being an island to trade is positive and with 
a magnitude of 0.414 indicating ceteris paribus fifty percent higher trade for 
islands than for non-islands.  

We identify the impact of best practice PPML, panel estimates with 
appropriate fixed effect. Indeed, based on the meta-analysis the ‘best practice’ 
genuine effect conditional on the identified heterogeneity is 0.477 (significant at 
the 1% level). This finding implies that being an island is on average associated 
with sixty percent larger trade. For gravity modelling our findings indicate the 
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need to control for insularity and the estimated genuine effect also indicates that 
a priori expectations for this control variable should be positive. 

The most important conclusion of this paper is however the finding that 
the island effect per se has not yet been investigated in the gravity literature as a 
topic of its own and thus worthy of specific and structured research. We leave 
this as a task for future research. 
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Appendices 

Figure A1 
Sign and significance share of 2044 estimated coefficients from 95 primary studies 

 
Note: the figure reports the sign and significance (90% and better) of the estimated coefficients (semi-
elasticities) for insularity in 95 primary studies that use the gravity trade model and were published in 
2000-2019, inclusive. 
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Figure A2 
Reported estimates of island vary widely both within and across the primary studies 

(N=2044) 

 
Notes: The figure shows a box plot of the estimates of trade flows from being island reported in individual 
primary studies in the period 2000 and 2019. Following Tukey (1977), the box shows interquartile range 
(P25–P75), the lower limit the P25 (Q1) and the upper limit the P75 (Q3) with median represented by 
vertical line within the boxes. Horizontal whiskers cover the interval from (P25 - 1.5 times the interquartile 
range) to (P75 + 1.5 times the interquartile range) (Tukey, 1977). Any dots should show the remaining 
(outlying) reported estimates in each primary studies. The vertical line represents the arithmetic mean effect 
of the 2044 estimates reported in the primary empirical studies. 
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Table A1 
Publication bias and underlying genuine effect test – FAT-PET  

All studies Peer-reviewed studies 

Variables 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

CDA  FE MEM CDA  FE MEM 

Publication bias (FAT) -0.571* -0.312 -0.790 -0.479 0.788 0.121 

 (0.329) (0.371) (0.519) (0.795) (0.695) (0.659) 

Genuine effect (PET) 0.130**
* 

0.109*** 0.115*** 0.161** 0.0546 0.0856*** 

 (0.0207
) 

(0.0302) (0.0102) (0.0685) (0.0584) (0.0187) 

Observations  1230 1230 1230 582 582 582 

Studies 94 94 94 57 57 57 

LR test   138.65   68.05 

p > chi2   0.000   0.000 

Notes: *** stands for 1% level of significance. Reported results are estimated from Eq. (?) specification. All estimates 
weighted using the inverse variance. Standard errors reported in parentheses are clustered at study level. Panel 1 
(CDA: clustered data analysis is estimated via the study level clustered robust standard errors; Panel 2 (FE) is fixed-
effect estimation clustered at the study level; and Panel 3 (MEM) is mixed-effects multilevel estimated through the 
restricted maximum likelihood. 

FAT-PET Including outliers identified by the method proposed by Hadi (1994). For multivariate analysis that includes 
outliers see Table 4, Column 5. 

 

Appendix Table A2 18 

Table A2.1 
Publication bias and underlying genuine effect test – FAT-PET  

All studies 

Variables 
(1) (2) (3) 

CDA  FE MEM 

Publication bias (FAT) -0.206 3.199 6.686*** 

 (0.444) (2.204) (0.890) 

Genuine effect (PET) -0.160 -0.549** -0.457*** 

 (0.214) (0.251) (0.0276) 

Observations  1969 1969 1969 

Studies 93 93 93 

LR test   340.01 

p > chi2   0.000 

Notes: *** stands for 1% level of significance. Reported results are estimated from Eq. (3) specification. All 
estimates weighted using the inverse variance. Standard errors reported in parentheses are clustered at 
study level. Panel 1 (CDA: clustered data analysis is estimated via the study level clustered robust standard 
errors; Panel 2 (FE) is fixed-effect estimation clustered at the study level; and Panel 3 (MEM) is mixed-
effects multilevel estimated through the restricted maximum likelihood.  

 

18 Including the substantial number of reported estimates (793) provided by a working paper of Raihan 

(2014) 
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Table A2.2 
Explaining the drivers of heterogeneity in the estimates reported across studies 

Moderator variables (1) 

Specific 

(2) 

CDA 

(3) 

FE 

(4) 

MEM 

Bias coefficient (0.040) (0.088) (0.110) (0.059) 

(Constant-FAT) -0.330 -0.330 -0.206 -0.221 

Genuine effect 0.965*** 0.965 2.554* 2.569*** 

(Precision-PET) (0.211) (1.085) (1.496) (0.316) 

Data characteristics       

Panel -0.035*** -0.035 -0.020 -0.026* 

 (0.010) (0.023) (0.037) (0.015) 

No. of Obs. -0.161*** -0.161** -0.110* -0.150*** 

 (0.036) (0.063) (0.060) (0.046) 

Dependent variables     

Import -0.408*** -0.408** -0.360 -0.396*** 

 (0.057) (0.167) (0.233) (0.085) 

Treatment of multilateral resistance (MR)     

Country-Year FE 0.731*** 0.731*** 0.963* 0.680*** 

 (0.096) (0.257) (0.494) (0.167) 

Remoteness 0.695*** 0.695** 1.041* 0.624*** 

 (0.093) (0.280) (0.546) (0.169) 

Baier and Bergstrand 0.429*** 0.429 0.931* 0.481** 

 (0.122) (0.266) (0.539) (0.196) 

Treatment of zero trade 
flows 

    

PPML -0.692*** -0.692** -0.584 -0.598*** 

 (0.149) (0.334) (0.387) (0.182) 

Tobit -0.463*** -0.463* -0.954*** -0.920*** 

 (0.132) (0.269) (0.308) (0.150) 

Heckman -0.442** -0.442 0.058 -0.443 

 (0.208) (0.494) (0.727) (0.355) 

Zeros omitted -0.292*** -0.292* -0.689** -0.609*** 

 (0.064) (0.153) (0.265) (0.088) 

Island category     

Island-exporter 0.298*** 0.298*** 0.367* 0.293*** 

 (0.034) (0.106) (0.201) (0.057) 

Island-importer 0.445*** 0.445* 0.568 0.432*** 

 (0.071) (0.240) (0.391) (0.117) 

Specification characteristics     

OLS -0.184*** -0.184* -0.138 -0.219*** 

 (0.054) (0.095) (0.084) (0.065) 

Dyadic-FE 0.613*** 0.613** 0.315* 0.496*** 

 (0.081) (0.239) (0.162) (0.097) 

Year-FE -0.361*** -0.361** -0.086 -0.276*** 

 (0.066) (0.148) (0.164) (0.089) 

Controls characteristics     

Currency  0.122** 0.122 0.598* 0.464*** 

 (0.050) (0.134) (0.330) (0.090) 

Language 0.434*** 0.434 0.099 0.164 

 (0.081) (0.394) (0.390) (0.111) 
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Border 0.274*** 0.274 -0.057 0.042 

 (0.092) (0.213) (0.406) (0.133) 

Tariff 0.226*** 0.226 0.194 0.181** 

 (0.051) (0.174) (0.230) (0.076) 

RTA 0.122** 0.122 0.598* 0.464*** 

 (0.050) (0.134) (0.330) (0.090) 

Publication characteristics       

Publication year -0.305*** -0.305* -0.305 -0.269*** 

 (0.044) (0.171) (0.234) (0.076) 

Published 0.130** 0.130 0.195 0.048 

 (0.056) (0.091) (0.197) (0.089) 

Citations 0.144*** 0.144** 0.273*** 0.231*** 

 (0.023) (0.069) (0.103) (0.037) 

Journal impact -0.107*** -0.107 -0.212* -0.156*** 

 (0.040) (0.088) (0.110) (0.059) 

Observations 1967 1967 1967 1967 

Studies 92 92 92 92 

LR test    -3478.74 

p > chi2    0.000 

Notes: *** stands for 1% level of significance. Reported results are estimated using Eq. (3). All estimates use 
the inverse variance as weights and standard errors reported in parentheses are clustered at study level. 
Column 1 is the specific model derived from the general specification (G-to-S approach); Column 2 is CDA: 
clustered data analysis estimated via the study level clustered robust standard errors; Column 3 (FE) is fixed-
effect estimation clustered at the study level; and Column 4 (MEM) is mixed-effects multilevel estimated 
through the restricted maximum likelihood 
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Table A3 
Bayesian model averaging regression results 

Moderator Variables PIP Post Mean Post SD Cond. Pos. Sign 

Precision   0.335745 -0.004009 0.063397 0.002507 

Data characteristics     

Panel  0.098297 0.002843 0.033131 0.484487 

No. Years  0.528087 -0.015217 0.021724 0.000267 

No. of Obs.  0.330365 0.006833 0.011091 0.999536 

Disaggregated   0.833052 -0.118167 0.068275 0.000000 

Dependent variables    

Export  0.036856 0.001001 0.008173 0.935545 

Import  0.094483 0.006681 0.024823 0.988577 

Treatment of multilateral resistance    

Country-Year FE  1.000000 0.3827394 0.068824 1.00000 

Remoteness  0.927805 0.210668 0.079829 1.00000 

Baier and 
Bergstrand 

 0.1396114 -0.0281887 0.0829936 0.0316725 

Anderson & van 
Wincoop 

 0.0401143 -0.02661715 0.1752619 0.000000 

Treatment of zero flows    

Plus one  0.288547 -0.0519127 0.091503 0.006738 

PPML  0.976089 0.1409659 0.045731 1.000000 

Heckman  0.359790 0.1320179 0.197465 0.9929041 

Tobit  0.030908 -0.000477 0.015666 0.3674824 

Zero omitted  0.7661745 -0.0915545 0.064207 0.000000 

Island category   

Island-exporter  0.998222 0.0899403 0.021709 1.000000 

Island-importer  0.125644 0.0098589 0.030163 0.9972301 

Specification characteristics   

OLS  0.0321033 0.0006464 0.0068675 0.8488340 

Dyadic-FE   0.88472876 0.1601717 0.0748206 1.000000 

Year-FE  0.1049509 0.0060856 0.0209133 0.99957031 

Country-FE  0.3686261 0.1591616 0.22688573 0.9958789 

Control characteristics   

Currency  0.3982146 0.0337253 0.0461656 0.9999755 

Distance  0.0512958 0.0049235 0.0307431 0.9212127 

Language  0.5078927 -0.05942788 0.0779782 0.0030805 

Border  0.9771031 -0.33107886 0.1002751 0.000000 

Tariff  0.6701898 -0.04235657 0.0347410 0.000000 

RTA  0.5820915 0.0446187 0.0520360 0.999996 

Publication characteristics   

Publication Year  0.9999871 -0.1413670 0.0314903 0.000000 

Published   0.5480654 0.0318113 0.048473 0.9988278 

Citations  0.6668386 0.1265887   0.0979075    0.9999213 

Impact  0.5902244 0.0542159 0.0502638 0.9997758 

All variables are described in Table 3.   
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Table A4 
Studies included in the meta-analysis: Overview of the evidence base 

Study Pub 
type 

Start 
Date 

End 
Date 

No of  
Estimate(s) 

Mean St. 
Dev. 

Min Max 

Adam, C., & Cobham, D. (2007).  WP 1973 2004 13 -0.022 0.048 -0.09 0.04 

Aiello et al. (2010) PR 1995 2003 24 0.5 0.1 0.28 0.71 

Alho, K. E. (2003) WP 1999 1999 2 0.063 0.143 -0.04 0.016 

Al-Rashidi and Lahiri (2013) PR 1990 2009 9 0.29 0 0.28 0.3 

Assane and Chiang (2014) PR 1984 2006 6 -0.54 0.11 -0.84 -0.25 

Avsar and Unal (2014) PR 1950 2006 6 -0.23 0.04 -0.34 -0.12 

Balding, C. (2008). PR 1950 1999 40 0.251 0.098 0.059 0.376 

Balding (2011) PR 1950 1999 1 -0.72    

 Bista (2012) BC 1950 2000 4 0.6 0.5 -0.97 2.18 

Blyde, J., & Sinyavskaya, N. (2007) PR 1980 1999 73 -0.118 0.429 -1.79 0.736 

Bortnikas (2013) ER 1982 2010 1 -0.55    

Campbell (2010) BC 1870 2000 11 0.84 0.35 0.05 1.62 
Chang, K., Hayakawa, K., & Lee, H. 
(2008).  PR 2003 2003 12 0.746 1.056 -0.47 3.42 

Denny (2012) ER 2003 2010 64 -1.36 0.06 -1.48 -1.23 

Edmund and Li (2010) ER 2000 2000 26 1.01 0.2 0.6 1.41 
Edmonds, C., La Croix, S., & Li, Y. 
(2008). PR 1985 2002 19 0.27 0.037 0.22 0.34 

Eichengreen, Rhee & Tong (2004) WP 1990 2002 17 -0.32 0.18 -0.64 -0.07 

Eicher and Henn (2011) PR 1950 2000 2 0.15 0 0.13 0.17 

Eicher et al. (2012) PR 1960 2000 3 -0.18 0.06 -0.45 0.1 
Hans-Jürgen Engelbrecht & 
Christopher Pearce (2007) PR 1965 1997 5 -4.948 11.669 -25.8 0.38 

Estevadeordal et al (2003) PR 1870 1939 6 -0.127 0.014 -0.15 -0.118 
Felbermayr, G. J., & Kohler, W. 
(2006) PR 1950 1997 2 -1.456 0.689 -1.94 -0.97 

Fiankor et al. (2016) ER 2008 2013 6 0.63 0.29 -0.33 1.19 

Frankel (2014) PR 2006 2006 14 -0.34 0.24 -0.85 0.18 

Ghani, G. M. (2007) PR 1948 1999 12 0.42 0.611 -0.05 1.673 

Ghemawat et al.   (2010) PR 1995 2006 4 -0.14 0.13 -0.56 0.29 

Ghosh, S., & Yamarik, S. (2004) PR 1970 1995 1 -0.047    

Reuven Glick and Rose A. (2002) PR 1948 1997 1 0.05    

Gokmen (2012) ER 1950 2001 15 -1.6 0.18 -1.99 -1.21 

Grant and Boys (2012) PR 1980 2014 11 0.29 0.01 0.28 0.3 

Greene (2013) ER 1990 2011 7 0.16 0.15 -0.2 0.52 

Hapsari and Mangunsong (2006) WP 1988 2003 5 0.166 0.324 -0.03 0.74 

Haq and Meilke (2011) PR 1990 2000 48 0.23 0.51 -0.8 1.26 

Haq, Z., & Meilke, K. (2009).  PR 1990 2000 14 -0.478 0.375 -0.91 0.0504 

Hussain and Yasmine (2015) PR 1975 2005 10 -0.19 0.14 -0.5 0.13 

Iwanow, T., & Kirkpatrick, C. (2009).  PR 2003 2004 9 -0.481 1.472 -3.86 0.68 

João, C. L. (2008).  PR 1991 2005 11 -0.019 0.322 -0.68 0.718 

Yener Kandogan (2007) PR 1992 1999 6 0.387 0.251 0.13 0.75 
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Karkanis (2018) PR 2001 2015 2 0.96 0.55 -0.6 7.9 

Kim (2011) PR 1948 2007 3 0.08 0.02 -0.01 0.18 
Klein, M. W., & Shambaugh, J. C. 
(2006) PR 1973 1999 4 0.242 1.41 -1.22 2.168 

Konya et al. (2011) ER 1960 2005 16 0.14 0.03 0.08 0.19 

Kucera, D., & Sarna, R. (2006) PR 1993 1999 10 0.193 0.352 -3.27 0.817 

Monitor, F., & Outlook, R. E. (2004) PR 1975 2000 30 -0.043 3.27 -12.1 4.68 

Le, H. (2009).  ER 2004 2004 78 0.638 0.641 -0.61 3.693 

Lee Koo and Park (2006) PR 2003 2003 12 -0.395 0.229 -0.85 -0.09 

Lee et al.  (2012) BC 2000 2008 144 -0.15 0.05 -0.24 -0.06 

Lee and Wang (2016) ER 2000 2008 18 -0.48 0.08 -0.65 -0.31 

Limao and Venables (2001) PR 1990 1990 26 0.148 0.265 -0.16 0.48 

Lohman (2011) PR 1948 1999 2 0.065 0.075 -0.89 1.02 

Malhotra, N., & Stoyanov, A. (2008). WP 1988 2005 15 0.331 1.41 -2.69 3.1 

Márquez-Ramos et al (2007) PR 0 0 40 0.218 0.482 -0.37 1.71 

Martincus et al. (2011) PR 1995 2014 3 -0.43 0.14 -0.1 0.17 

 Roman et al (2013) ER 1995 2009 4 -0.67 0.92 -3.61 2.26 
Immaculada Martinez-Zarzoso 
(2003) PR 1999 1999 10 -0.115 0.187 -0.37 0.27 

Mejia (2011) PR 1990 2008 3 -0.77 0.55 -3.13 1.59 

Melece and Hazners (2014) PR 1950 2006 4 -1.4295 0.0398 -1.46 -1.395 

Rodolfo Metulini et al. (2018) PR 2000 2000 10 -0.44 0.19 -0.88 -0.01 

Miran et al. (2013) ER 1998 2008 1 0.16    

Mishra and Roy (2016) PR 1970 2009 10 -1.14 0.28 -1.76 -0.52 

Moktan, S. (2007) ER 1971 2005 48 -2.381 6.601 -3.14 7.718 

Moktan, S. (2008) PR 1980 1984 18 2.7 3.875 -2.29 13.918 

Moons (2017) ER 2006 2006 12 -2.15 19.55 -45.2 40.88 

Nandasiri, K. H. (2008). ER 1997 1997 9 0.177 0.186 0.31 0.555 

Nastos et al. (2014) PR 2004 2012 4 0.39 0.41 -0.91 1.69 

Naya and Plummer (2006) PR 1948 1998 9 0.0246 0.231 -0.46 0.434 

Nordås, H. K. (2007) WP 1996 2004 48 0.13 1.216 -4.02 2.74 

Okafor et al. (2018) PR 1995 2015 20 0.34 0.08 0.17 0.51 

Qureshi and Tsangarides (2012) PR 1972 2006 16 0.31 0.07 0.17 0.45 

Raihan (2014) ER 1988 2011 816 -0.46 0.08 -0.61 -0.3 

Ram, Y., & Prasad, B. C. (2007) BC 2000 2000 12 0.108 0.048 0.05 0.02 

Ram and Prasad (2013) ER 2005 2005 12 0.11 0.01 0.08 0.14 

Rose, Andrew K. (2001) WP 1970 1995 1 0.04    

Rose, Andrew K. (2004) PR 1948 1999 4 -0.235 0.431 -0.87 0.04 

Rose, A. K. (2007) PR 2002 2003 4 -0.253 0.15 -0.27 -0.24 

Rose, A. K. (2008). WP 1950 2006 16 0.428 0.408 -0.241 1.375 

Rose, A. K., & Engel, C. (2000). WP 1995 1995 1 0.14    

Rudolph (2011) BC 1995 2006 20 0.29 0.19 -0.11 0.7 

Santana-Gallego et al. (2010) PR 1995 2004 6 0.14 0.11 -0.14 0.41 

Santana-Gallego et al. (2011) ER 1995 2006 6 -0.83 0.03 -0.9 -0.76 
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Santana-Gallego et al. (2010) PR 1995 2004 6 0.14 0.11 -0.14 0.41 

Sapwaroboal (2012) BC 1983 2000 14 0.75 0.99 -1.4 2.9 

Tomz et al. (2007) PR 1948 1999 4 -0.235 0.53 -1.03 0.04 

Goldstein et al. (2005). WP 1948 1999 4 -0.235 0.53 -1.03 0.04 

Vila-Goulding (2014) ER 2002 2012 5 -0.11 0.69 -2.04 1.81 

Hicks, R., & Kim, S. Y. (2008) WP 1970 2003 4 -0.412 0.205 -0.65 -0.177 

Wilson et al. (2005) PR 2000 2001 3 -0.248 0.0229 -0.26 -0.222 

Wong et al. (2017) PR 1995 2014 2 1.35 0.52 -0.53 7.97 

Yakop and van Bergeijk (2011) PR 2002 2002 5 -0.11 0.04 -0.22 0.01 

Yamarik and Ghosh (2005) PR 1975 1995 3 0.022 0.099 -0.07 0.108 

Yetman, J. (2002) PR 1948 1997 1 0.05    

Yu, M. (2007).  WP 1974 1998 4 0.343 0.16 0.23 0.58 

Yusuf, S., & Nabeshima, K. (2009).  BC 1990 2006 3 -0.253 0.404 -0.72 -0.02 

Zelekha  (2012) PR 1982 2008 18 1.09 0.02 1.04 1.14 

Zhu (2013) ER 1976 2008 5 0.25 0.05 0.12 0.38 

Note: PR - peer-reviewed articles, WP - working papers, ER - evaluation report, BC – book chapter.  

 

 

 

 

 


